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A dog watches as people eat during a charity event to distribute meals for homeless people near a
cathedral in Russia's southern city of Stavropol Dec. 7.

Representatives of several Russian charity foundations say they have felt the impact of the
falling ruble and the country's economic woes, with a major drop in donations
from institutions and vital medical equipment under threat.

In comments to the BBC's Russian service on Thursday, Yekaterina Bermant, director of the
"Children's Hearts" foundation, which helps children suffering from heart problems, said
the ruble's plunge made it harder for the group to purchase the medical equipment that its
work depends on, and to help children get necessary treatment abroad.

The foundation relies on medical supplies purchased overseas in foreign currency, a necessity
that is now under threat, she said, adding that treatment for sick children overseas had
increased nearly threefold.
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Nyuta Federmesser, director of the Vera ("Faith") foundation, which offers assistance
to hospice patients, said her group had noticed a major drop in donations from companies
and institutions.

"It's not massive, but it's noticeable," Federmesser said in comments carried by charities-
focused news site Miloserdie.ru.

Individuals, on the other hand, have actually become more active in donating, she said,
attributing the trend to what she described as one peculiar trait of Russians' character: "When
things are rotten, they rally together."

The AdVita charity foundation has also witnessed a decline in donations amid the country's
economic troubles, director Yelena Gracheva told Miloserdie.ru.

Gracheva said that while the prices on medical equipment and supplies had not yet risen, they
inevitably would in the near future.

"We understand that we can't keep the donations from falling: First [donations from]
companies will fall, then from individuals. We have an equal number of both. The only way out
is to get more contributors," Gracheva told Miloserdie.ru.

Bermant predicted that charities would feel the full weight of the country's economic woes
in February, once contributors really start pulling back after waking up to a financial
"hangover" in January.
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